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Today is a huge day for the Speed community; one that has been coming for a long time with
both celebration and frustration. Never the less time is up and this project is ready for the
community as a whole! With over 2 years in development, the MPS exhaust manifold has been
long waiting, but for good reason. A project of this scale does not happen overnight; many
variables have to be considered, evaluated, and verified. But with so many options currently
available what makes the CorkSport option compelling? Why should you care? In a nutshell, we
opted for a cast manufacturing method because it reduced the chance of failure modes,
reduced the overall size and weight, and gave us more flexibility in design. Like most exhaust
manifolds, we opted to use stainless steel because it is corrosion-resistant, handles heat well,
and is a common and cost-effective material. Following up is Design: The list of details that
went into the design is far too long to list here, but we can cover the major items that define the
CS Exhaust Mani. With investment casting, we had a lot more flexibility in design with the bend
radius, diameters, and wall thickness of the individual runners. This allowed us to increase the
inner diameter of the runners to 1. With that flexibility in design, we were able to increase peak
flow and improve flow balance per runner. Next up in design, and arguably the most exciting
and unique aspect, is the modular flange system. Sure all these options are available today from
other options, but none are modular. Say you pull the trigger on the OE Stock Flange today, but
a year from now you want to upgrade your build to a Precision V-band flange. Speaking of
install, compared to the typical performance exhaust manifold the CS design is cake to install.
With the modular design, you are not fighting the entire bulk for the manifold and flange at the
same time. You can leave you turbocharger unmoved connected to the downpipe and intake
system, you just install the flange elbow after the manifold is in and bolted to the engine.
Making life even easierâ€¦we opted to develop a pre-fabbed dump tube screamer pipe for the
Tial 44mm EWG. Designed for MPS 3 and MPS 6 , it fits around most standard downpipes and
dumps below the sub-frame right behind the drive axle. You Mazdaspeed 6 guys just get a cool
garage ornament. Overall it improved power under that curve which is what truly makes a car
fast and fun to drive. Next up is a fully bolted and built CST6 MS3 with 8th port fuel system: Just
like the previous graph, we saw an improvement in spool, mid and upper rpm ranges, and
carried it to redline. The difference here is the exhaust manifold we are comparing. We are
confident the CS exhaust manifold has far more capacity to support; if we have anything to do
with that we will prove it. How will it affect the sound? Will it sound like a Honda now? Will it be
louder? We did not want to lose that so we did our best to hit performance goals without
sacrificing the Mazdaspeed grumble. Check out this video link for sound! In our design, we kept
a varied length runner design to help maintain the Mazdaspeed grumble. We believe we
succeeded in keeping that classic grumble, but also refined the sound a bit. We like to describe
it as exotic. Either way, the grumble lives on, and honestly, none of our beta testers can stop
grinning ear to ear with every WOT pull. With that being said act fast! Grab yours here! We
originally released this way back in check out the release blog HERE for a throwback but the
only thing we kept from that kit was the intercooler core itself. All of the piping, silicone, and
mounting has been redesigned for best fitment and minimizing trimming needed for install.
Check out the images and full info below! This means our pipe routing is a little more
complicated than most, but it makes it much easier to fit as you do not need to relocate your
windshield washer bottle or deal with any of the fitment issues that come with squeezing a pipe
through the passenger side of the car. This big core fits snugly behind the crashbar to eliminate
trimming the crashbar or your underbody shields. There is still some trimming required to fit the
core and piping, however almost all of it is trimming on plastic components, with one metal cut
on a thin sheet metal bracket. Moving onto the piping, the CS intercooler kit uses varied piping
sizes for the hot and cold side intercooler pipes. The 2. The cold side uses 2. Having this large
volume of cool charge air directly in front of the throttle body helps with throttle response and
the large diameter further helps with peak flow capacity. There was painstaking care taken to
ensure the kit is as easy as possible to fit on your MS6. The hot pipe has a lot more freedom for
intake fitments than our previous kit and we made sure all the CS intakes fit like a glove. Other
aftermarket intakes have not been test fit but check out the images, they will give you a good
idea if your SRI will fit or not. All the piping is mandrel bent and comes in a polished finish, so it
is ready to install right out of the box and look and perform great! Keeping everything together
is the custom designed silicone couplers. You may notice that some of the silicone sections are
longer than a typical silicone coupler. This is to ensure the best fitment as some shapes can
simply not be made easily in a piece of pipe. As with most CS silicone components, each
coupler uses 4-plys of nylon reinforcement braiding and 5 layers of silicone. This is typically
very good at resisting expansion under high levels of boost; however, we wanted to really make
sure the long couplers of the MS6 kit do not expand. This further resists expansion under boost,
and even helps keep all the piping stable between mounting locations. While the outside of the

coupler may look bumpy, the insides are still very smooth like a typical piece of silicone. Each
Mazdaspeed 6 intercooler kit comes with everything you need for install. Stainless steel T-bolt
clamps are included for each connection to ensure secure, leak free joints. The intercooler
mounting bracket, hardware, and full color install instructions are also included so you know
you can get the job done right. Be sure to drop any questions you may have below and check
out the product listing for more images! The OEM gasket often fails to seal once reused and can
cause a restriction when going to enlarged ports. This can be frustrating as who wants to take
their car back apart after a manifold upgrade because of a stupid gasket? If this sounds familiar,
read on as we introduce you to the CS single runner gasket! We collaborated with Cometic
gaskets to design the intake manifold gasket; testing multiple materials to really determine what
will hold up to the abuse of a Mazdaspeed. It uses an aluminum core surrounded by a synthetic
nitrile rubber coating. This material seals fantastically well, even if there are some minor surface
imperfections or even O-ring grooves that are present with some aftermarket intake manifolds.
This material is also resistant to motor oil and fuels, plus can be reused should you need to
perform valve cleaning or have to take your intake manifold off for an install. Doing this and
reusing an OEM gasket can leave an edge of a gasket or even the center dividers of the OEM
gasket in the way of airflow. The CorkSport IM gasket eliminates this problem by using enlarged
ports that will suit the most aggressive of porting with no flow restriction. Plus, we went to a
single runner opening to eliminate the divider present in the OEM gasket to further prevent flow
restrictions. There is also the added safety benefit, as a piece of an OEM gasket hanging in the
airflow path could break off and enter the engine which would never end well. This is truly a
performance gasket, meant to give you room for whatever flow you want to put through it. There
is also a less obvious performance benefit than flow: thermal insulation. OEM gaskets are made
out of metal, which means as your engine heats up, this heat can directly transfer easily into
your intake manifold. This is also an issue with O-ring sealing as the intake manifold is directly
touching the cylinder head. While not a huge benefit, colder charge air will always help you
make more power. Since the CorkSport Single Runner IM Gasket has the synthetic nitrile rubber
coating, heat transfer into the intake manifold is more difficult, keeping your charge air just that
little bit cooler! This is critical as the CS gasket is six times thicker than OEM so the lower
mount no longer lines up properly. Failure to use a spacer like this can cause leaks at the
cylinder head flange or worst case, warping or damage to your intake manifold or cylinder head.
The CorkSport Single Runner Intake Manifold Gasket is a great upgrade to optimize your
manifold upgrade or simply ensure your next maintenance day goes smoothly. No core, no
revised K04 partsâ€¦this is a performance turbocharger from the ground up. Attached to this
center section is a compressor and turbine wheel combo that is a little unconventional.
Compared to a traditional 12 blade turbine wheel, the CorkSport design is lighter weight for
faster spool times and less blades for higher maximum flow capacity. The wheels are wrapped
in new housings. On the compressor side there is an OEM diameter inlet to simplify the
installing with any intake system you had setup with your K The turbine housing maintains the
stock flange design for easy fitment with any exhaust manifold and downpipe that bolted to the
K Great question! The community has pushed this turbo to the limits and has asked for
moreâ€¦with the development of the whp CST5 and whp CST6 we found that an EWG turbine
housing can be very beneficial to boost control. Like the CST5 , you can now choose your boost
control. Internal wastegate for a stealth and simple install or go for the EWG turbine housing for
extra noise and a little more top end power potential. The choice is now yours. Now what does
all of this tech mean for you and your car? With professional tuning you can keep a safe tune
that hits hard and carries power. The wheel and housing options delivers great response as well
as great power. When pushed to its limits on a built block, 20psi was hit at RPM with peak boost
around psi carried to rpm. More info to come later on an add-on screamer pipe option. Each
CST4 also comes with full CorkSport support, including full color install instructions, a 1-year
warranty, and assistance with any questions you may have. Check out the product listing for
full details and to place to order. We are proud to introduce the release of a new product: the
CorkSport 4. Enter the CS 4. Before I get into explaining what makes this sensor tick, lets
quickly go over what exactly a MAP sensor does on your Mazdaspeed. Manifold absolute
pressure MAP sensors in a nutshell just read the pressure present in the intake manifold of your
car. During normal driving conditions, the sensor is typically reading vacuum or negative
pressure as the engine sucks in air. While in boost, the sensor reads the positive pressure
boost pressure produced by your turbocharger. In both situations, this pressure reading is
being sent to the ECU so the ECU understands exactly what the engine is doing. The OEM
sensor is a 2. Both the CS MAP Sensors allow you to accurately read boost levels higher than
the stock sensor, so your tuner can target a higher boost pressure for more power, provided
you have the right supporting mods. The sensors themselves do not increase your boost

pressure, they simply enable your tuner to safely do so. The CorkSport 4. Having a huge
potential boost pressure means nothing without a fast responding sensor, so we designed the
CS 4. This means if you have the build and turbocharger to do so, this sensor is ready for just
about anything you want to throw at it. No wiring or adapter harness needed. This results in a
clean install that takes as little as minutes! Everything needed for installation is included with
the CS 4. A new mounting bolt is supplied to ensure everything stays put, while a fresh O-ring is
attached to the sensor to provide a good seal in your intake manifold. To top it off, calibrating
for the sensor is easy as the calibration for use with Cobb Accessport is laser etched right on
the body of the sensor. We are working on our blog, We will get you the best Mazda content
back up shortly. Skip to content. CorkSport But with so many options currently available what
makes the CorkSport option compelling? Check out our other Blogs Following up is Design:
The list of details that went into the design is far too long to list here, but we can cover the
major items that define the CS Exhaust Mani. Check out our other Blogs With that flexibility in
design, we were able to increase peak flow and improve flow balance per runner. CorkSport
Speaking of install, compared to the typical performance exhaust manifold the CS design is
cake to install. So how does the CS exhaust manifold stack up on power? Check out our other
Blogs Next up is a fully bolted and built CST6 MS3 with 8th port fuel system: Just like the
previous graph, we saw an improvement in spool, mid and upper rpm ranges, and carried it to
redline. Thanks for tuning in with CorkSport Mazda Performance. Need More information?
Check out our video below. Page 1 Page 2 â€¦ Page 24 Next page. Need more info on Mazda
Connect and Map Updates? Show Categories In This Department. Mazda List Price:. Product
Description. Bringing you maps, directions and more - all displayed on your car's touch screen.
Once the SD card is installed in a vehicle it cannot be transferred to another vehicle. Applies to
vehicles with the Mazda Connect system and screen but without navigation from the factory.
After first installation of a new SD card, the vehicle has been driven 62 miles Km. The SD Card
was removed from the first vehicle A before 62 mile drive, and then installed on another vehicle
B. Customer Reviews. Product Reviews. First week and no problems so far, installed card,
started my car, and was up and running in a few minutes. The first routing test was a bit funny, I
live near Disneyland, so I set that as the destination and the Nav system routed it and said 41
hrs drive time, "what the? I was in a parking garage, maybe there was interference with the
satellite reception, sure enough, once I exited the garage it recalculated and updated to 15 min. I
would recommend Mazdaparts. New Nav Chip. This nav card blows away the Tom-Tom that we
had from our Mazda 3. And then there is the lovely undocumented feature. Once the SD card is
in place, while in mode OTHER than Nav Mode on the screen, the name of each upcoming street
is displayed across the top of the screen the place where, for example, the Volume bar for Music
appears. Rate this product:. Review Title:. Related Items. Mazda 6 Rear Parking Sensors with
installation Kit. Mazda 6 Apple CarPlay. Sign In Register. I was a little skeptical given the Mazda
dealership asking price was maybe 4 times the amount paid but this product is the real deal. I
plugged it into my Mazda CX5 and it worked perfectly. Maps are current. Very happy. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: everythingautoa This card works great and was super
easy to update to latest maps. It allows for navigation, speed limit, and signs to all be displayed
on the HUD. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: fleetman Just got it. Works great so
far. Super easy to install, no install hassle. Much easier to see than my phone. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: alekorch0. Gave Madza CX-5 navigation at abery fair
cost. Very easy to install. You just putit in the nav slot and you are ready to go. Genuine Mazda
SD card, performs as advertised. I know they can be purchased for far less, but was nervous
about buying from indie third party. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
mazdapartsmedce Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back.
Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
mazdapartsmedcenter Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Birmingham, Alabama, United States.
Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Wed.
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import

charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Med Center Mazda Parts
mazdapartsmedcenter Search within store. Fit All Mazda's. Mazda CX-5 Mazda 3. Mazda 6.
Mazda CX-9 Bringing you maps, directions and more - all displayed on your car's touch screen.
Once the SD card is installed in a vehicle it cannot be transferred to another vehicle. Applies to
vehicles with the Mazda Connect system and screen but without navigation from the factory.
After first installation of a new SD card, the vehicle has been driven 62 miles Km. The SD Card
was removed from the first vehicle A before 62 mile drive, and then installed on another vehicle
B. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No
additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 5 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. Select a valid country.
Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable
at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the
eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 33 reviews. The
real deal I was a little skeptical given the Mazda dealership asking price was maybe 4 times the
amount paid but this product is the real deal. X Previous image. Prefect for Mazda CX-5 This
card works great and was super easy to update to latest maps. Seems like a Great Value! Why is
this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. The standard Mazda 6, with its
sporty handling and edgy style, has been a solid choice the past few years for consumers
wanting a midsize sedan with a little extra pizzazz. Last year, Mazda went a step further by
giving the car the Mazdaspeed treatment. A true sport sedan, the high-performance Mazdaspeed
6 combines the room and comfort expected in this class with the thrill of a turbocharged,
direct-injected engine that pumps out an impressive horsepower. Normally, the performance of
a front-drive car like the 6 would be limited by torque steer and tire spin if that much power were
applied to the rear wheels. Thankfully, Mazda chose to equip the Mazdaspeed 6 with an
all-wheel-drive system that can vary the power split from front to rear as needs dictate. Further
underscoring Mazda's intentions for the car are a beefed-up chassis that's 50 percent more
torsionally rigid than the standard 6's, a limited-slip rear differential borrowed from the Mazda
RX-8 and the requisite sport suspension, big wheels and big brakes. A mature approach was
taken in regards to body modifications -- there's no garish hood scoop or massive rear wing
tacked onto the body -- but a deep front airdam, side sill extensions, rear deck lid spoiler and
inch alloys get the message across that this is a serious performance machine. With the Mazda
6 already one of the best-handling midsize sedans on the market, it's no surprise that the
Mazdaspeed version delivers enough excitement to keep an enthusiast grinning from ear to ear
on back roads, while offering enough room for his kids in the backseat. In terms of size and
performance, the Mazdaspeed 6's most direct competitor is the Subaru Legacy GT. Most drivers
will find the Mazdaspeed more involving in terms of steering feel and handling, though the
Subie has a more linear power band and its lighter steering and clutch pedal stroke can be
easier to deal with day to day. The Mazdaspeed 6 is a midsize sport sedan. It's offered in Sport
and Grand Touring trim levels. Standard features on Sport models include inch alloy wheels,
xenon HID headlights, sport seats, automatic climate control, cruise control, full power
accessories, a watt Bose audio system with a six-disc CD changer, and a tilt-and-telescoping
steering wheel with mounted audio controls. Step up to the Grand Touring trim and you get
leather upholstery, an eight-way power driver seat, heated front seats and a keyless startup
system. The more significant options include a navigation system, Sirius satellite radio, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror and a moonroof Grand Touring only. Under the Mazdaspeed 6's
bulging hood resides a turbocharged, direct-injected 2. Output is impressive at hp and
pound-feet of torque. A six-speed manual transmission no automatic is available sends the

power through Mazda's Active Torque-Split all-wheel-drive system. There are also Normal,
Sports and Snow modes to optimize traction for the road conditions. A limited-slip rear
differential is also part of the package. Although the power drops off earlier than expected about
rpm short of the seven grand redline , the 6 pulls hard through the midrange, allowing it to
sprint to 60 mph in 6. Antilock disc brakes, stability control, seat-mounted side airbags,
full-length head curtain airbags and whiplash-reducing front seats are all standard. Although
there's a slight amount of turbo lag off the line, acceleration is strong thereafter, with a
midrange that borders on explosive. With the premature power drop-off up high, frequent
shifting is the best way to enjoy the Mazdaspeed 6 on back roads. Until you acclimate, you
might find the short-stroke clutch's engagement abrupt -- something to keep in mind during
your test-drive. Handling has always been a strength for the 6, and the Mazdaspeed 6's
dynamics are even more competent. Its firmer suspension allows very little body roll around
corners, and the precise steering offers plenty of feedback, provided you don't mind giving the
wheel a little extra muscle. Add in a sticky set of inch tires and an all-wheel-drive system to
make the most of the power and there's no shortage of thrills on twisty back roads. Inside the
cabin, you'll find a few extra trim details that help differentiate the Mazdaspeed 6 from other 6
models. Easy-to-use controls keep things simple for the driver, although the stereo's display
can be tough to read at a glance, as it also shows the climate control settings and clock. The
aggressively bolstered front seats are supportive and comfortable. In back, taller adults may
complain about a lack of legroom, but there's plenty of room for children. Due to the additional
space requirement of the AWD mechanicals, the 6's trunk capacity drops to It also lacks the
regular sedan's split-folding rear-seat capability. I was very content with my Mazda 6 until I test
drove a Speed 6. It's handling, acceleration, and ability to take bumps and curves is
unbelievable. It takes all the attributes of other recent small muscle cars and combines them
with a big car feel reminiscent of a larger Audi or Saab. Although externally a Mazda 6, and
sharing a similar interior and weight it drives completely differently. This car does 0 - 60 mph in
6. I just purchased a used Mazdaspeed GT with 24K miles. My wife didn't like the way it looked
and wanted an Acura TL. I convinced her to give it a try for a week Carmax gave us 5 days to
return! She drove it home and was blown away. She said it felt like driving a fighter jet. This car
has visceral appeal that wins you over. However, rides a bit rough on bad city roads and a bit
noisy on bad freeways good roads are actually really nice, though. Only thing I was worried by
reports of some reliability issues I used to be the proud owner of a RX-8, which I loved, but due
to reliability issues blown engine at 36K miles and poor fuel economy I decided to look for a
replacement. It took something really special for me to give up my RX-8, and the Mazdaspeed 6
was just that. This car is faster than my RX-8 and way more torque down low. Handling is real
close to sports car territory even though it is a sedan. More of a grown up hot rod, but a little
too much so, a bit more flash would be nice. Also very luxurious, tons of features, and great fuel
economy for it's performance level time close to a Mustang GT and avgs between 23 and 26
mpg most of the time, try getting that in a stang. Excellent drive, poise and performance. In the
winter it is great in snowy Ottawa. There are some gripes. Namely due to the price some
components were how i say "left cheap". Purchase a short shifter to replace the mushy shifter
feel, drop in cold air intake and a rear engine mount and immediately you have what this car
should have been out of the factory, pulls hard now until redline, shifts are precise and no more
engine thuds on hard starts. Now it is perfect. Write a review. See all 38 reviews. Consumer
ratings and reviews are also available for the Mazda Mazdaspeed 6 and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Mazdaspeed 6 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to
sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Mazdaspeed 6. Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Mazda Mazdaspeed 6 and
all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations
for the Mazdaspeed 6 featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg,
safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance
data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written
by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you
can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and
comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive

database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Mazda Mazdaspeed 6. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Mazda Mazda Mazdaspeed 6. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. No automatic transmission offered, engine's power band drops off
before redline, heavy steering and clutch stroke, rear seat doesn't fold. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. An exciting new addition to the Mazda 6 lineup just last
year, the Mazdaspeed 6 enters with no changes. Sponsored cars related to the Mazdaspeed 6.
Most helpful consumer reviews 4. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1
reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the Mazdaspeed 6 both on the road and at the track. You
probably care about Mazda Mazdaspeed 6 fuel economy, so it's important to know that the
Mazdaspeed 6 gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Mazdaspeed 6 has And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Mazda Mazdaspeed 6 is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Mazdaspeed 6. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up
in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Mazdaspeed 6's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Mazda
Mazdaspeed 6 is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the Mazdaspeed 6 is a good car for you.
Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. If
you're interested in the Mazda Mazdaspeed 6, the next question is, which Mazdaspeed 6 model
is right for you? What do people think of the Mazda Mazdaspeed 6? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Mazda
Mazdaspeed 6 and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written
by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Mazda Mazdaspeed 6? Which Mazda Mazdaspeed 6s are available in my area? Can't find a new
Mazda Mazdaspeed 6s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Mazda Mazdaspeed 6? Check out Mazda lease specials. Sign Up. Mazda
is a company that gets it, the big IT, the reason we're all meeting here at this page today:
control, balance, fun. When they let us drive the real thing in Japan in late with all-wheel drive, a
six-speed manual, and horsepower, we thought it swell. Read some of the palpitating details in
an earlier go-round with this car published in the February issue. Then the announced on-sale
date of last June passed without the car appearing. Other issues may have contributed to its
being six months late, but the dropping of the fifth- and sixth-gear ratios, plus the final drive, is
Mazda's explanation, and they're sticking to it. What we know: The Mazdaspeed 6 that went on
sale here in November is fast, it's glued down, it's well developed, and it looks like a freeway
assassin. No wagons, no wussy automatics. The cars per year headed for the U. The
Mazdaspeed 6 actually has more in common with the Japanese-market Mazda Atenza, and
particularly the Atenza's all-wheel-drive system. A three-piece driveshaft carries power aft to an
electromechanical wet-clutch pack in the back. The computer reads wheel slip, steering angle,
throttle position, lateral g, and yaw rates, and progressively clamps the stack of clutch plates to
deliver up to half the engine torque to the reinforced Mazda RX-8 limited-slip rear differential. On
the road, we found that means less understeer, more helm precision, and higher cornering
speeds. The thick three-spoke wheel communicates with just-right weighting and gentle tugs.
Punch it mid-apex, and the line tightens noticeably as the rear axle gets its power. The Mazda
6's multilink suspension remains unchanged except for stiffer springs and shock-damping
rates, slightly larger anti-roll bars, and less-elastic bushings. Steel reinforcements in the cowl
and behind the rear seats-so no folding seats-increase the body's twisting rigidity by 50
percent, says Mazda. In Mazda's new direct-injection version of the MZR 2. Mazda wanted the

engine to flare, rather than explode, with power, especially from rpm to rpm, so the Hitachi
Warner turbo, with 2. Although it's not quite as efficient as a behind-the-bumper intercooler, the
top-mounted intercooler with elaborate ducting in the hood was chosen to give the engine
plug-and-play adaptability to future models. Watch for it in the CX-7 car-based sport-ute due
next year. A few compromises were made, but considering the boost pressures Mega-boost
cars often have mega-abrupt transitions from boost off to boost on. These have been cleaned
up in the Mazdaspeed 6. A steady, deliberate surge rather than a sudden whoosh means the
Mazdaspeed can feel a little lazy with the pedal buried. Still, the engine winds up pretty
lickety-split, no
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doubt partly because of the ratio substitutions, requiring frequent visits to the shifter with its
tight gate spacing and clipped throws. Laden with a factory-advertised pounds, the Mazdaspeed
6 wears its performance mantle heavily, so we're sticking with our original 0-tomph prediction
of the low sixes. The Mazdaspeed 6 will speak to those who find a well-equipped Audi A4
Quattro too pricey and a Mitsubishi Evo too raw. And buyers can expect a few admiring stares
from the people who get it, the big IT. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
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